
Cyber everywhere

As the world becomes more 
connected, cyber threats are growing 
in number and complexity. Cyber is 
moving in new directions—beyond 
an organisation’s walls and IT 
environments and into the products 
they create, the factories where they 

make them, the spaces where their 
employees conceive them, and where 
customers use them. It’s at our work, 
in our homes and in our lives. With 
new and ever-evolving challenges will 
come extraordinary opportunities. It ’s 
time to embrace cyber everywhere.

Cyber



Deloitte Cyber helps organisations create a 
cyber-minded culture and become stronger, 
faster, more innovative, and more resilient in 
the face of persistent and ever-changing cyber 
threats. And we do it by: 

• Providing the services and technology 
solutions needed by our clients to help them 
maintain the viability and success of their 
businesses and customers—as well as in 
governments, communities and families

• Investing in training, infrastructure and 
people who will work to navigate the 
complexity of tomorrow

• Engaging leaders in meaningful discussions
about the cyber challenges they face—and
new  ones that may be on the horizon

• Leading the way with collaborative threat
intelligence from government to business
and business to government

• Deepening our commitment to help our
clients become perpetually prepared, more
responsive, and resilient as challenges
evolve and threats become more complex

Cyber isn’t merely a technology issue. 
It’s a strategic business risk that will continue to 
impact every facet of every organisation. 
In this new era of cyber everywhere, organisations are called upon to align 
their priorities and work in concert to drive core business objectives. Cyber is 
everyone’s responsibility. 

Clients turn to Deloitte because we can help, because we won’t leave when 
it’s hard, because we can bring the depth and breadth of the world’s leading 
professional services organisation to our clients.  

Cyber is hard. 
We’ll be there. 

Cyber everywhere. 

R&D anywhere. 

Manufacture anywhere. 

Operate anywhere. 

Innovate anywhere. 

Communicate anywhere.

Go anywhere.

Breakthrough anywhere.

Grow anywhere.

Govern anywhere.

Manage it anywhere.

Succeed anywhere.



Cyber is about starting things. Not stopping them. 
Creating the control that builds the freedom to create. 

With human insight, technological innovation, and enterprise-wide cyber 
solutions, Deloitte Cyber will work alongside you to help you find those 
answers and solve for the complexity of each challenge, from the boardroom 
to the factory floor. 

The ubiquity of cyber drives the scope of our services. Deloitte Cyber advises, 
implements and manages solutions across five areas:

Cyber is everywhere. 
So are our services.

Strategy, defense, 
and response 
• Cyber awareness
• Cyber strategy and

assessment
• Risk management

programmes
• Cyber defense and

response

Data

• Strategy
• Reporting and

validation
• Architecture
• Privacy
• Protection

Application 
security
• Concept and

requirements
• Design and

development
• Verification and

validation
• Production
• Maintenance and

retirement

Infrastructure
• Core infrastructure

security
• Cloud infrastructure

security
• Threat and

vulnerability 
management

• Asset management
• Mobile and endpoint

security
• Technical resilience

Identity
• Identity governance
• Advanced

authentication
• Privileged access

management
• Identity analytics
• Consumer identity
• Directory services
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2,600+
cyber risk engagements in  
2018 across all major industries

12,000+
total cyber 
practitioners globally

1,400+
certified information systems 
security specialists (CISSPs) 
across the Deloitte Touche 
Tohmatsu Limited (DTTL) 
network of member firms

150+
certified information privacy 
professionals (CIPPs) across the 
DTTL network of member firms

21,000+
risk management and security 
professionals across the DTTL 
network of member firms

Strength in numbers 
What sets Deloitte Cyber apart from the competition 
is the know-how. Deloitte has the experience in 
dealing with many of the world’s toughest cyber 
issues, helping our clients solve their most complex 
business challenges. It’s our team that doesn’t quit—
it’s their experience you can depend on, it’s  
our commitment that we stand behind. Why trust 
anyone else? Deloitte Cyber.

Experience the realm of cyber everywhere 
Visit the Deloitte Cybersphere
Cyber has transformed the world—beyond the 
Earth’s surface and into the atmosphere, defining 
new boundaries ... Welcome to the Cybersphere. 
Our brand new, state-of-the-art, destination for 
exploring your most pressing cyber challenges; for 
creating and testing the security of tomorrow’s 
Internet of Things (IoT) innovations; and for 
gathering to learn, share and define a 
path forward for your organisation, employees, 
customers and beyond. See it all in one single  
place. 
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